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Inside, you'll find: Critical data on more than 450 Pokemon, including their moves, locations, stats, and evolution Detailed guides to Pokemon Eggs and how to find all Kalos region Pokemon Lists of all TM, HMs, items, berries, and Mega Stones including where to find their additional tips and tips for your adventures after
the Hall of Fame poster of the Kalos area of Pokemon Pokemon Company International StaffAdd Thank you. Start your review of Pokemon X and Pokemon Y: The Official Calos Region Pokedex and the Post-Match Adventures Guide: The Official Pokemon Strategy Guide Is a Very Careful Explanation for Every
Pokemon in Kalos Pokedex. I wouldn't comment on what to do after poking the league, you could fibd those anywhere on the internet. The details about each Pokemon are amazing. Stats, level of activity move, compatible hm/tm, ability, hidden abilities, type-display for each Pokemon (yes, for each Pokemon) and of
course the most impostant thing is how to get them (on calos). And not just the details about Pokemon. It also has a list of abilities, item, type of movement, etc. I wouldn't comment on what to do after poking the league, you could fibd those anywhere on the internet. The details about each Pokemon are amazing. Stats,
level of activity move, compatible hm/tm, ability, hidden abilities, type-display for each Pokemon (yes, for each Pokemon) and of course the most impostant thing is how to get them (on calos). And not just the details about Pokemon. It also has a list of abilities, item, type of move, etc. it's really worth it for each Pokemon
player. Seriously, they should make this exactly the same book but with all the national pokedex. This will be a big hit for us Pokemon lovers. ... better than the game's guide, but still a nasty half size. This book doesn't even get an excuse to be a beautiful hardcover collectible item. The annoying release date months after
the game is released as well. Some good pictures. Must be for completists, everyone else may miss. It annoyed me that none of the Pokemon were actually poked by the former order, they are at random. In addition, a few Pokemon from the game are missing, but other than that it is a beautifully illustrated informative
book Good Research about Pokemon. But there are some Pokemon that are not on this book. A little boring in itself, but a super useful 4 in the game help! Explore the Kalos region like a professional with this nifty little guide. It gave me a lot of information about the game. ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. Inc.
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